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THE MILLION COPY
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER
Drawn from 3,000 years of the
history of power, this is the
definitive guide to help
readers achieve for
themselves what Queen
Elizabeth I, Henry Kissinger,
Louis XIV and Machiavelli
learnt the hard way. Law 1:
Never outshine the master Law
2: Never put too much trust
in friends; learn how to use
enemies Law 3: Conceal your
intentions Law 4: Always say
less than necessary. The text
is bold and elegant, laid out

in black and red throughout
and replete with fables and
unique word sculptures. The 48
laws are illustrated through
the tactics, triumphs and
failures of great figures from
the past who have wielded - or
been victimised by - power. __
______________________________
___ (From the Playboy
interview with Jay-Z, April
2003) PLAYBOY: Rap careers are
usually over fast: one or two
hits, then styles change and a
new guy comes along. Why have
you endured while other
rappers haven't? JAY-Z: I
would say that it's from still
being able to relate to
people. It's natural to lose
yourself when you have
success, to start surrounding
yourself with fake people. In
The 48 Laws of Power, it says
the worst thing you can do is
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build a fortress around
Carlson, and many more. This
yourself. I still got the
oral history takes the reader
people who grew up with me, my behind the curtain for all the
cousin and my childhood
show's highlights, from its
friends. This guy right here origins as Comedy Central's
(gestures to the studio
underdog late-night program to
manager), he's my friend, and Trevor Noah's succession,
he told me that one of my
rising from a scrappy jester
records, Volume Three, was
in the 24-hour political news
wack. People set higher
cycle to become part of the
standards for me, and I love beating heart of politics-a
it.
trusted source for not only
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The comedy but also commentary,
complete, uncensored history with a reputation for calling
of the award-winning The Daily bullshit and an ability to
Show with Jon Stewart, as told effect real change in the
world. Through years of
by its correspondents,
writers, and host. For almost incisive election coverage,
seventeen years, The Daily
passionate debates with
President Obama and Hillary
Show with Jon Stewart
brilliantly redefined the
Clinton, feuds with Bill
borders between television
O'Reilly and Fox, and
comedy, political satire, and provocative takes on Wall
opinionated news coverage. It Street and racism, The Daily
launched the careers of some Show has been a cultural
touchstone. Now, for the first
of today's most significant
comedians, highlighted the
time, the people behind the
hypocrisies of the powerful, show's seminal moments come
and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the together to share their
show's behind-the-scenes gags, memories of the last-minute
controversies, and camaraderie rewrites, improvisations,
pranks, romances, blow-ups,
will be chronicled by the
players themselves, from
and moments of Zen both on and
legendary host Jon Stewart to off the set of one of
the star cast members and
America's most groundbreaking
shows.
writers-including Samantha
Bee, Stephen Colbert, John
A beautiful, independent
Oliver, and Steve Carell werewolf is seduced by an
plus some of The Daily Show's irresistible pack leader in
most prominent guests and
this paranormal romance by the
adversaries: John and Cindy
New York Times bestselling
McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker
author. Salvatore Giuliani is
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not a happy werewolf. It's his handsome Hawk Luna, and Hawk
duty as a leader to track down relishes the idea of
the pureblood werewolf females conquering and destroying the
who can keep his people from fiery redhead who's caused so
extinction. But the moment he much trouble for his kind. The
catches scent of Harley, a
last thing he expects is to
pureblood held by a pack of
develop real feelings for her,
mangy curs, his savage need
but their liaison awakens a
for her obliterates all other hunger in him that he cannot
instincts. But despite his
deny. He kidnaps Jack and
power and allure, Harley
brings her to his Amazon
refuse to be his mate. Harley jungle colony, but the two
has been taught to distrust
lovers are soon embroiled in
all Weres, especially their
deadly colony politics and
arrogant leaders. She won't be threatened by a looming global
used for breeding or bonded
species war. As the danger
against her will, not even to around them grows closer, Jack
a man who makes her every
and Hawk's forbidden passion
nerve tingle. Yet Salvatore
may build a bridge between two
could help her save the family ancient enemies—or cost them
she never knew she had. As
both their lives.
they both edge closer to
Darkness Seduced
indulging their desire, they The Child Seduced by Darkness
must also face a vicious enemy Darkness Seduced (Order of
sworn to destroy them both.
the Blade)
Tough, smart, and seriously
Darkness Unleashed
ambitious, reporter Jacqueline The Serpent King
“Jack” Dolan despises the
As Prime of his vampire Family, Mathias
Bridger is sworn to protect his own kind at any
secretive clan of shapecost, but years of acting as a fierce guardian of
shifters known as the
his people have left him yearning for more out
Ikati—and has become
of life. His chance comes in the form of Phillipa
determined to destroy them.
After she writes an editorial Elliot, the beautiful police officer whose allure
hasn't dimmed in the two years since they had
arguing for their
a brief, torrid affair. And although she's
extermination and turns public
involved with someone else now, Phillipa can't
opinion against them, the
deny the feeling that Matt is her destiny. When
Ikati vow to fight back. They the Family comes under attack from fanatical
plot to send one of their own vampire hunters, Matt uncovers treachery that
to seduce the reporter, then shatters his world. So how can he possibly
blackmail her into writing a invite Phillipa into it? Fighting to protect his
retraction. Women practically kin, he tries to push Phillipa away to the safety
fall at the feet of hulking, of her mortal life - but he aches for her, and his
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will is no match for their all-consuming passion...everything, but she can't afford to trust Kane,
Seduced into Darkness: Transcending My
who is either the key to her final destruction...or
Psychiatrist’s Sexual Abuse is a vivid and
her only chance of survival. Bound together by
captivating story of hope for survivors of abuse a connection so deep that it has the power to
as well as a case study in a skilled
bring the past and all its nightmares back to life,
manipulator’s tragic exploitation of his
Kane and Sarah must tap into the hearts they
professional power. This poignant memoir
closed down so long ago or lose everything,
chronicles the traumatic psychological
including their souls. "Stephanie Rowe has done
abduction and sexual exploitation of depressed it again. The Order Of The Blade series is one
college student Carrie Tansey at the hands of of the best urban fantasy/paranormal series I
her psychiatrist, Dr. Anthony Romano—thirty- have read...Keep them coming!" ~Alexx Mom
one years her senior. For three years, their
Cat's Gateway Book Blog on Forever in
secret “affair” was carefully calculated and
Darkness BONUS MATERIAL:DARKNESS
controlled by Romano, as Carrie’s mental and REBORN contains excerpts for the following
emotional health continued to deteriorate,
Stephanie Rowe novels: FOREVER IN
bringing her closer and closer to the edge. Their DARKNESS (novella), ICE, KISS AT YOUR
dual-relationship finally came to light when
OWN RISK, and DARKNESS AWAKENED.
Carrie’s suicide attempts landed her in a
Books in the Order of the Blade series:
world-renowned psychiatric hospital. Gradually, DARKNESS AWAKENED (Book One),
she began to reclaim her power, reported
DARKNESS SEDUCED (Book Two),
Romano to the state licensing board,
DARKNESS SURRENDERED (Book Three),
successfully sued him for malpractice, and
FOREVER IN DARKNESS (novella)(Book
testified before the state legislature to bring
Four), DARKNESS REBORN (Book Five),
awareness to such abuses. As Carrie tells her
DARKNESS ARISEN, (Book Six)(available
tale, it is a journey paralleling that of the
March 2013).
mythical archetype Persephone, the naive
I am Meredith Gentry, P.I. and Princess Merry,
innocent who was abducted into darkness,
heir to the throne of Fairie. Now there are those
reemerged and regenerated herself, then
among me who whisper I am more. They fear
fearlessly returned to the prison she had fled,
me even as they protect me. And who can
this time to help free others. Today, Carrie
blame them? I’ve awakened the dazzling
Ishee is a widely respected art therapist and life magic that’s slumbered in them for thousands
coach as well as a teacher specializing in the
of years. But the thing is, I can’t figure out
issues of ethics, self-care, and boundaries for
why. My aunt, the Queen of Air and Darkness,
mental health professionals.
is no longer distracted by her usual sadistic
"Rowe is a paranormal star!" ~ J.R. Ward
hobbies. Her obsession has turned unwaveringly
Talismans carved into his body. A lethal
to me. The mission to get me pregnant and beat
darkness amassing inside him. A woman who
my cousin Prince Cel to the crown is taking
calls to his spirit on levels so intimate and so
longer than expected. Even though I spend each
passionate that his deadened soul screams in
night with the Queen’s Ravens, my immortal
agony. Calydon warrior Kane Santiago has a guards, no child has come of our decadent
past he can't remember, and a deadly legacy
pleasures. But something else is happening. My
closing in on him. His only chance is Sarah
magic courses through me uncontrollably. And
Burns, a sensual, courageous woman fighting to as I lock my half-mortal body with their fullsave herself and her family from an ancient,
Sidhe blooded ones, the power surges like never
brutal evil. Sarah is on the verge of losing
before. It all began with the chalice. I dreamed
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of it, and it appeared, cool and hard, beside me on Zoey. Dominion over Kalona is only one of
when I awoke. My guards know the ancient
the weapons she plans to use against Z. But
relic well—its disappearance ages ago stripped Zoey has found sanctuary on the Isle of Skye
them of their vital powers. But it is here with us and is being groomed by Queen Sgiach to take
now. My touch resonates with its force, and
over for her there. Being Queen would be
they’re consumed with it, their Sidhe essences cool, wouldn't it? Why should she return to
lit up by it. But even as they cherish me for this
Tulsa? After losing her human consort, Heath,
unexpected gift, there are those who loathe me
she will never be the same – and her
for it. Me, a mongrel, only half fey and part
relationship with her super-hot-warrior, Stark,
mortal. The Unseelie court has suffered for so
long, and there are some who would not have it may never be the same either... And what
about Stevie Rae and Rephaim? The Raven
weakened further by an impure queen. My
enemies grow in number every day. But they do Mocker refuses to be used against Stevie Rae,
but what choice does he have when no one in
not know what I am capable of. Nor, for that
the entire world, including Zoey, would be
matter, do I. . . . In Seduced by Moonlight,
Laurell K. Hamilton brings the dark, erotic
okay with their relationship? Does he betray
reign of the immortal fey to a startling new
his father or his heart? In the pulse-pounding
depth. Full of sensuality and the consuming
8th book in the bestselling House of Night
anticipation of latent powers unleashed, this
series, how far will the bonds of friendship
world of gods, shapeshifters, and immortal souls stretch and how strong are the ties that bind
is unveiled in all of its supreme magnificence
one girl's heart?
and its treacherous deceits.
After he and his fellow warriors escape
Darkness Reborn
imprisonment, Nigel Aquarian finds an ally in
Seduce the Darkness
a beautiful chocolatier who, armed with a
A True Story of Seduction, Obsession, and
dangerous gift, could be his salvation or his
Murder
downfall. Original.
Seduced By Moonlight
The anticipated sequel to the New York Times
Seduced By Darkness

"My love, speak to me. Tell me everything."
Neferet went to Kalona, kneeling before him,
stroking the soft, dark wings that unfurled
loosely around the immortal. "What would
you have me say?" He didn't meet her eyes.
"Zoey lives." Neferet's voice was flat, cold,
lifeless. "She does." "Then you owe me the
subservience of your immortal soul." She
started to walk away from him. "Where are
you going? What will happen next?" "It is
quite simple. I will ensure Zoey is drawn back
to Oklahoma. There, on my own terms, I will
complete the task you failed." Exonerated by
the Vampyre High Council and returned to
her position of High Priestess at Tulsa's
House of Night, Neferet has sworn vengeance

Bestseller Captive in the Dark by CJ Roberts:
Seduced in the Dark What is the price of
redemption? Rescued from sexual slavery by a
mysterious Pakistani officer, Caleb carries the
weight of a debt that must be paid in blood.
The road has been long and fraught with
uncertainty, but for Caleb and Livvie, it’s all
coming to an end. Can he surrender the
woman he loves for the sake of vengeance? Or
will he make the ultimate sacrifice?
Thiago and Iskvien survived a dangerous
curse, but will they survive the coming war?
True love will face the ultimate challenge when
a dark goddess rises, secrets threaten to tear
them apart, and a queen will stop at nothing to
gain revenge. Join USA Today bestselling
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author, Bec McMaster, on a seductive journey
through a mythic land, with a wicked prince
who holds a thousand secrets, a princess
determined to uncover the truth, and an evil
queen who threatens to tear them apart.
Download this epic fantasy filled with magic
and breathtaking romance today! What
everyone is saying about Bec McMaster:
"richly imagined, gritty and dark, and full of
hot heroes and hot sex...utterly delicious. "
–Smart Bitches, Trashy Books for Kiss of
Steel "Action, adventure, steampunk, and
blazing hot seduction...Bec McMaster offers it
all." –Eve Silver, author of Sins of the Flesh
"Amazing! This is by far the best dragon book
I have read since Dragonbound by Thea
Harrison. In fact, its one of the best fantasy
romance books I have ever read." —LAB for
Heart of Fire The Dark Court Rising series: Fantasy Romance - Paranormal Romance Fae Romance - Kings and Queens - Fairy tale
Romance - Action Adventure - Fated Mates Enemies to lovers
Darkness Possessed
The Darkness
Inferno of Darkness
lost boy lost girl
The 48 Laws Of Power

her. Is it possible that Melody's touch can
heal the demons of his past? And how can
he convince a woman who has lost so
much to risk her heart?
Beware the place where darkness rules
and bloodlust is the ultimate aphrodisiac...
An apocalyptic storm has transformed New
Orleans into a city of lawless terror—and
Mikaela Jones is standing in the center of
the nightmare. A beautiful, courageous
journalist with a mysterious past, she sees
monsters prowling all around her. But the
gravest peril of all awaits Mikaela when she
is taken captive by a mesmerizing male
who is not mortal—a breathtaking creature
who arouses the fire in her blood, making
her burn for the exquisite erotic ecstasy of
total surrender. For seven centuries Alex
Broussard has been waiting for the chance
to free himself from the threat of the
matriarchal undead society that seeks his
destruction. And now, finally, that time is at
hand—until the opportunity is ruined by the
stunning, innocent, human interloper Alex is
compelled to rescue from certain doom.
Now they are joined, for good or ill, as they
give in to the burning need that neither can
resist—risking everything to experience the
ultimate sensual release as the darkness
rises all around them.
Hailed by J.R. Ward as a "paranormal star,"
A gritty and emotional historical western
New York Times bestselling author
romance by RITA-award winning and
Bestselling author Molly O'Keefe. Melody Stephanie Rowe rivets readers with her
Hurst's days as a Southern belle are over. thrilling stories set in the dangerous,
sensual world of the Calydon warrior,
Now she's widowed and alone in the
foothills of the Rockies, struggling to make where lust rules, honor thrives, and death
looms over all. No warrior is safe from his
a life in a dangerous world. She's
determined to secure a future by marrying own darkness, or from the woman destined
to love...and destroy...him. ????? "READ
– but love is out of the question. Cole
IT, READ IT, READ this series. I am a lover
Baywood has turned bounty hunter after
serving in the horrors of the Civil War, but of intriguing sexy characters, and this
series has it in spades." ~Southern Vixen
the ghosts of the men and women he's
(Five-star Amazon Review) DARKNESS
killed still haunt him. He's drawn to the
beautiful widow trying to seduce him, only AWAKENED: A reclusive immortal warrior
the darkness in his soul forces him to reject and a sassy, irreverent witch team up in a
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steamy, dangerous romance. Can two fated be with twenty-four-year-old George
enemies overcome dangerous attraction to Skiadopoulos. The Beast But there was
save those they love? DARKNESS
trouble in paradise. Julie, tired of
SEDUCED: Can a warrior condemned to
Skiadopoulos' jealous and controlling
an eternity without love find salvation in the nature, and badly missing her young
courageous, sexy woman fated to destroy daughter, decided to return to the States.
him? DARKNESS SURRENDERED: Six
Skiadopoulos wouldn't have it. When she
hundred years ago, Elijah Ross was
told him of her plans to leave-and take her
tortured into insanity and thrust into a
$600,000 divorce settlement back with hermental hell that no living creature has ever Skiadopoulos took Julie to a remote area
survived…except him. Now, that ancient eviland strangled her to death. Then, to cover
is back, and it is far more deadly. Elijah's
up his deed, her burned her lifeless body
only chance is Ana Matthews, whose
and tried to stuff the charred corpse into a
passionate fire thrust hope and light into his suitcase. When it wouldn't fit, Skiadopoulos
blackened heart and fragmented mind.
delivered the final blow-he chopped off her
FOREVER IN DARKNESS: Cursed to die head and tossed it into the Aegean Sea.
for a choice his ancestor made, Ian
The Brutal Murder ow, find out the stunning
Fitzgerald has spent six hundred years
inside story on a murder case that made
fighting the curse and trying to restore
national headlines, as acclaimed true crime
honor to his family's name. But his time to writer John Glatt lays bare a shocking story
die has finally come, and his doom is in the of greed, betrayal, and...
guise of the one woman he cannot walk
Awakened
away from: his soul mate. Or is she really Blind Passion
who she seems? BIO: New York Times and The Darkness That Comes Before
Hold Me If You Can
USA Today bestselling author Stephanie
A Novel
Rowe is the author of more than fifty
novels, and she's a RITA® Award winner Princess. Tribute. Sacrifice. Is she the one
for Best Paranormal Romance, and a five- prophesied to unite two warring Fae courts? Or
time nominee. As an award-winning author, the one bound to destroy them? In a realm
ruled by magic, the ruthless Queen of Thorns is
Stephanie has been touching readers'
determined to destroy her nemesis, the cursed
hearts and keeping them spellbound for
more than a decade with her dangerously Prince of Evernight. With war brewing
sexy heroes who can be saved only by the between the bitter enemies, the prince forces
one woman has won his heart. She writes Queen Adaia to uphold an ancient treaty: she
will send one of her daughters to his court as a
contemporary romances, romantic
suspense, cozy mysteries, and paranormal political hostage for three months. The queen
insists it’s the perfect opportunity for Princess
romances.
The Beauty She was a gorgeous swimsuit Iskvien to end the war before it begins. But one
look into Thiago’s smoldering eyes and Vi
model. He was a charming Greek sailor.
They met on a cruise in November of 1997 knows she’s no assassin. The more secrets she
uncovers about the prince and his court, the
and soon thereafter began a clandestine
more she begins to question her mother’s
love affair. Little more than a year later,
motives. Who is the true enemy? The dark
thirty-one-year-old Julie Scully left her
millionaire ex-husband and three-year-old prince who threatens her heart? Or the ruthless
daughter behind, and moved to Greece to queen who will stop at nothing to destroy him?
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And when the curse threatens to shatter both
GOSH! This was the best book I've read in a
courts, is her heart strong enough to break it?
really, really long time." ~jenny7 (Five-star
He never intended to marry...but when he meets Amazon Review) ?????"A beautiful, moving
a single mom-to-be in danger, all his plans
love story!"~PLP45 (Five-star Amazon Review)
change.??????? She'll do whatever it takes to
????? "Wonderful." ~Cherry L. (Five-Star
protect her baby, including marry a cowboy
Amazon Review) ????? "So much yes!!!!! Just
she's just met. Sexy, emotional, and
so beautiful!" ~Amanda C (Five-star Amazon
heartwarming. ????? "I want to climb into this Review) AUTHOR BIO: New York Times and
book." ~Amanda C (Five-star Amazon Review) USA Today bestselling author Stephanie Rowe
Confirmed bachelor Chase is too busy with his is a 2021 Vivian® Award nominee, and the
ranch for love. When a friend calls in a favor, 2018 winner and a five-time nominee for the
Chase must open his ranch to a sassy, sexy
RITA® award, the highest award in romance
mom-to-be who needs his protection. But he's fiction. She has more than fifty published
not prepared for the sizzling attraction that
novels. Books in the Wyoming Rebels series: A
threatens the shield around his heart. Mira is
Real Cowboy Never Says No A Real Cowboy
single, pregnant, and on-the-run. When a
Knows How to Kiss A Real Cowboy Rides a
distractingly handsome cowboy offers her a
Motorcycle A Real Cowboy Never Walks
marriage of convenience, it's the lifeline she
Away A Real Cowboy Loves Forever A Real
needs. But when she starts to fall for the sworn Cowboy for Christmas A Real Cowboy Always
bachelor, she realizes that her heart might also Trusts His Heart A Real Cowboy Always
be in danger. Can a rugged cowboy who doesn't Protects ????? "Stephanie Rowe infuses her
believe in love fall for a spunky city girl with a characters with a passion that I have rarely seen
baby? If you like sexy cowboys, sassy humor, matched in any romance novelist I have ever
and heart-melting romance, you'll adore
come across." ~ Five-star Amazon Review on
Stephanie Rowe's captivating modern-day
Darkness Awakened ????? "What I love about
marriage-of-convenience story! Grab this "must- Stephanie's writing is her ability to immerse you
read" series starter today! Contains: Secret
in her characters and their world. It is a
baby. Fake fiancée. Marriage-of-convenience. connection that sticks with you long after the
Lots of feels. Slow-burn romance. Humor. A
last page." ~Five-star Amazon Review on Burn
hot cowboy who is an intensely loyal protector. ????? "It's a gift to tell a story and convey
? What do readers think? ? ????? "Wow! I can't emotion to the reader that really drives their
believe how much I loved this book. Who
reading experience. Rowe has that gift in
doesn't love a strong sexy cowboy, right? I
spades." ~Kwolff (Five-star Amazon Review on
know I do…A little love goes a long way when itBurn)
comes to healing one's heart." ~Cindy F (Five- Hannah Smith returns in the stunning new
star Amazon Review) ?????"There is nothing adventure in the New York Times–bestselling
sexier than a man in a cowboy hat. Especially if series by the author of the Doc Ford novels. A
that man is a cowboy through and through.
fishing guide and part-time investigator,
Chase is the kind of man everyone needs in
Hannah Smith is a tall, strong Florida woman
their life. Sexy, strong, kind, generous."
descended from many generations of the same.
~Charity S. (Five-star Amazon Review) ????? But the problem before her now is much older
"Tender, loving, and exquisite." ~Cherry L.
even than that. Five hundred years ago, Spanish
(Five-star Amazon Review) ????? "WOW,
conquistadors planted the first orange seeds in
WOW, WOW...AWESOME READ." ~T.P.
Florida, but now the whole industry is in
(Five-star Amazon Review) ????? "OH. MY.
trouble. The trees are dying at the root,
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weakened by infestation and genetic
chest after you finished The Perks of Being a
manipulation, and the only solution might be
Wallflower.” —BookRiot.com Dill isn't the
somehow, somewhere, to find samples of the
most popular kid at his rural Tennessee high
original root stock. No one is better equipped to school. After his father fell from grace in a
traverse the swamps and murky backcountry of public scandal that reverberated throughout
Florida than Hannah, but once word leaks out of
their small town, Dill became a target.
her quest, the trouble begins. “There are people
Fortunately, his two fellow misfits and best
who will kill to find a direct descendant of those
friends, Travis and Lydia, have his back. But
first seeds,” a biologist warns her—and it looks
as they begin their senior year, Dill feels the
like his words may be all too prophetic.
"Methamphetamine: A Love Story presents an coils of his future tightening around him.
His only escapes are music and his secret
insider's view into the lived experience of
immersion in the world of methamphetamine. feelings for Lydia--neither of which he is
brave enough to share. Graduation feels
In-depth interviews were conducted with 33
adults formerly immersed in using, dealing, and more like an ending to Dill than a beginning.
manufacturing. Detailed accounts bring insight But even before then, he must cope with
into the intoxicating aspects of the lifestyle
another ending--one that will rock his life to
including sex, money, power, and the ability to the core. Debut novelist Jeff Zentner
create methamphetamine. Social networks and provides an unblinking and at times comic
environment play an important role in shaping
view of the hard realities of growing up in
and influencing drug-related decisions. The
the Bible belt, and an intimate look at the
transformation of the lifestyle from one that is
struggles to find one’s true self in the
intoxicating to one that becomes risky and
wreckage of the past. “A story about
ultimately dark explains the unsustainability
and the challenges exiting the life"--Provided by friendship, family and forgiveness, it’s as
funny and witty as it is utterly
publisher.
heartbreaking.” —PasteMagazine.com “A
Primal Heat Trilogy
brutally honest portrayal of teen life . . .
Hunt the Darkness (an Order of the Blade
Novel)
[and] a love letter to the South from a man
Seduced into Darkness
who really understands it.” —Mashable.com
Beyond the Darkness
“I adored all three of these characters and
Darkness Awakened (Order of the Blade)
the way they talked to and loved one

Named to ten BEST OF THE YEAR lists
another.”—New York Times
and selected as a William C. Morris Award He fell in love with the woman of his
Winner,The Serpent King is the critically
dreams, but he never realized what that love
acclaimed, much-beloved story of three
would cost him. When a dark prince attends
teens who find themselves--and each
the Lammastide rites, he lays eyes on his
other--while on the cusp of graduating from fated mate. The problem? She's his enemy's
high school with hopes of leaving their
daughter.
small-town behind. Perfect for fans of John A cloth bag containing 20 paperback copies
Green's Turtles All the Way Down. "Move of the title that may also include a folder
over, John Green; Zentner is coming for
with sign out sheets.
you." —The New York Public Library “Will Many centuries ago... Fatally wounded by
fill the infinite space that was left in your
his father, Dante Sinclair has only hours left
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to destroy his family's tainted legacy before high praise from Publisher's Weekly.
he succumbs to the poison coursing through Stephanie is the author of the bestselling
him. Rigidly focused on his goal, he has no Order of the Blade paranormal romance
time for anything else, until he meets a
series, as well as the intensely passionate
sensual, tormented woman that calls to his Ever After series, and the gripping Alaska
soul in ways that strip him raw and derails Heat series. She also writes teen fiction,
him from his mission. Elisha, the princess of middle grade fiction, and motivational
darkness, is willing to give up her life to
nonfict
save the world she loves, until Dante
Seduced in the Dark
Sinclair robs her of the one tool she has to A House of Night Novel
defeat the evil that courses through her
Sins of the Syndicate
veins. The darkness is closing in on them
All the Light We Cannot See
both, and the two tormented souls are torn Koalistia Bratva
from their chosen paths and thrust into a
Can a warrior condemned to an eternity
passionate whirlwind of sacrifice, betrayal, without love find salvation in the
and devastating choices. *Author's note:
courageous, sexy woman fated to destroy
Originally intended to be a novella,
him? ????? "A wonderful story full of
INFERNO OF DARKNESS ended up being action, suspense, love, and lots of passion!
too long and complex to be a novella. It is a It really takes you away. I couldn't put it
complete novel that is slightly shorter than down!" ~Patricia (Five-star Amazon
the other novels in the Order the Blade
Review) Immortal warrior Gideon Roarke
series. Rowe is a paranormal star J.R. Ward made an oath five hundred years ago to the
BONUS MATERIAL: INFERNO OF
woman who died for him. The ancient
DARKNESS contains excerpts from select guardian is ruthless in his quest to honor
Stephanie Rowe novels. All books in the
that promise, even if it means risking
Order of the Blade series are intended to be everything by teaming up with the one
standalones that can be read in any order.
woman who will either destroy him, or
Books in the Order of the Blade series:
finally bring redemption to his blackened,
DARKNESS AWAKENED, DARKNESS hardened soul. After escaping from a twoSEDUCED, DARKNESS
year imprisonment at the hands of a
SURRENDERED, FOREVER IN
madman, Lily Davenport wants is to go
DARKNESS, DARKNESS REBORN,
home and reclaim her life. But she is now
DARKNESS ARISEN, DARKNESS
the hunted…and the only one who can keep
UNLEASHED, INFERNO OF
her alive is the demanding protector whose
DARKNESS, DARKNESS POSSESSED dangerous seduction threatens to claim her
(Available 2014). ABOUT THE AUTHOR: life…and her soul. Time is running out for
Four-time RITA(r) Award nominee and
Gideon to save the woman who is his only
Golden Heart(r) Award winner Stephanie
hope. The Calydons Destiny: The Calydons
Rowe is the nationally bestselling author of are a race of ancient immortals cursed with
more than twenty published novels with
a dark side. Each Calydon is destined to
major New York publishers. Stephanie has meet his soul mate, to be so drawn to her
received starred reviews from Booklist and that he is unable to resist bonding with her
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through the rituals of his race... ...but their readers...rabid for more."
destiny is to destroy each other and all they A fatal mistake stripped Zach Roderick of
care about the moment their bond is
the powers that define him, leaving him a
complete. Rowe is a paranormal star!" ~ J.R. tormented shadow of the warrior he once
Ward ????? "Ladies...well and lol some
was. Now, his teammate's life depends on
guys. READ IT, READ IT, READ this
Zach resurrecting the fire that once burned
series. I am a lover of intriguing sexy
within him. As he undertakes a battle he has
characters, and this series has it in spades." no way to win, he is derailed by a
~Southern Vixen (Five-star Amazon
tempestuous beauty that awakens in him the
Review) ????? "What can I say? Stephanie dark desires that destroyed him once before.
Rowe is one of the best paranormal
The scars etched on Rhiannon Diaz's soul
action/romance authors out there."
are so deep that she will never again be free.
~Lawmom (Five-star Amazon Review)
The once-powerful guardian is facing her
????? "The men are scorching, the sex is
last and greatest battle, and failure means a
sizzling, and action is non-stop!" ~nyrican4t return to a sexual enslavement that is far
(Five-star Amazon review) ????? "What a worse than death. Her intense and passionate
fantastic story! I COULDN'T put this book need for the powerful warrior who has
down reading well into SLEEP TIME!"
vowed to protect her threatens the very
~Debra C. (Five-star Amazon Review)
foundation of her survival, but his refusal to
????? "I loved every word and soaked all of abandon her drags them both into a world
it up in one whole day." ~Five-star Amazon where wild, untamed passion rages, and
Review ????? "I was so into the book I
surrender is their only chance. BONUS
finished it in 2 days." ~Smithmax (Five-star MATERIAL: DARKNESS POSSESESSED
Amazon Review) ????? "Suspense,
contains excerpts from select Stephanie
romance, and intrigue ALL in one great
Rowe novels, including an except from
read!!" ~Five-star Amazon Review ????? "I launch book for her new vampire series
absolutely love this series!! Please please
coming in Oct 2014. All books in the Order
please keep them coming!! I just can't wait of the Blade series are intended to be
for the next one, gonna go get it now!!"
standalones that can be read in any order.
~Saffron (Five-star Amazon Review) ????? The chronological reading order, however,
"Suspenseful and sexy. Fun and engaging. is as follows: DARKNESS AWAKENED,
Love the way characters are developing.
DARKNESS SEDUCED, DARKNESS
Great way to pass a cold, rainy day."
SURRENDERED, FOREVER IN
~Kathlyn G (Five-star Amazon Review)
DARKNESS, DARKNESS REBORN,
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: New York Times DARKNESS ARISEN, DARKNESS
and USA Today bestselling author
UNLEASHED, INFERNO OF
Stephanie Rowe is the author of more than DARKNESS, DARKNESS POSSESSED
50 novels. Most notably, Stephanie is the
(Available July 2014).
2018 winner for the RITA® Award for Best Twenty-two years ago, vampire Darius Cole
Paranormal, the highest award in romance abducted and seduced witch Gina, forging
fiction. Publishers Weekly has called her
an emotional bond between them and
work "[a] genre-twister that will make
leaving Gina with a daughter. Then Gina's
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sister witches tore them apart and the bond the internationally bestselling author of The
faded--until she feels the Darkness within
48 Laws of Power, Mastery, and The 33
Darius threatening to take control and calls Strategies Of War.
him to her instead. Darius had wanted Gina The Daily Show (The Book)
from the moment he laid eyes on her--and he Heart of Darkness
can still sense her arousal around him.
Promise of Darkness
Though he's bitter about her betrayal, he
A Real Cowboy Never Says No (Wyoming
cannot deny their rekindled passion. But
Rebels)
with the Darkness and Gina's fellow witches Crown of Darkness
threatening them once again, will this be the Immortal warrior Gideon Roarke made an
last time they make love for eternity?
oath five hundred years ago to the woman
Which sort of seducer could you be? Siren? who died for him. The ancient Calydon is
Rake? Cold Coquette? Star? Comedian?
ruthless in his quest to honor that promise,
Charismatic? Or Saint? This book will show even if it means risking everything by
you which. Charm, persuasion, the ability to teaming up with the one woman who will
create illusions: these are some of the many either destroy him, or finally bring
dazzling gifts of the Seducer, the compelling redemption to his blackened, hardened
figure who is able to manipulate, mislead
soul.After escaping from a two-year
and give pleasure all at once. When raised to imprisonment at the hands of a madman, the
the level of art, seduction, an indirect and
only thing Lily Davenport wants is to go
subtle form of power, has toppled empires, home and reclaim her life. Unfortunately for
won elections and enslaved great minds. In Lily, standing between her and that goal is a
this beautiful, sensually designed book,
sensual, demanding protector whose
Greene unearths the two sides of seduction: dangerous seduction threatens to claim her
the characters and the process. Discover
life...and her soul. The Calydons Destiny:
who you, or your pursuer, most resembles. The Calydons are a race of ancient
Learn, too, the pitfalls of the anti-Seducer. immortals cursed with a dark side. Each
Immerse yourself in the twenty-four
Calydon is destined to meet his soul mate,
manoeuvres and strategies of the seductive to be so drawn to her that he is unable to
process, the ritual by which a seducer gains resist bonding with her through the rituals
mastery over their target. Understand how to of his race... ...but their destiny is to destroy
'Choose the Right Victim', 'Appear to Be an each other and all they care about the
Object of Desire' and 'Confuse Desire and moment their bond is complete.
Reality'. In addition, Greene provides
A reclusive immortal warrior and a sassy,
instruction on how to identify victims by
irreverent witch team up in a steamy,
type. Each fascinating character and each
dangerous romance. Can two fated enemies
cunning tactic demonstrates a fundamental overcome dangerous attraction to save those
truth about who we are, and the targets
they love? ????? "What a mesmerizing
we've become - or hope to win over. The Art story. Stephanie Rowe has caught me in her
of Seduction is an indispensable primer on net of intrigue, love, myth, and warriors."
the essence of one of history's greatest
~Voracious Reader (Five-star Amazon
weapons and the ultimate power trip. From Review) Haunted by a deadly curse, Grace
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will do whatever it takes to rescue her
my shot of whiskey! Enjoy!" ~Krystal (Fivekidnapped sister, including blackmail a
star Goodreads Review) ????? “It blew me
deadly, reclusive warrior into helping her. away." ~Pknv (Five-star Amazon Review)
But when the attraction between them
????? "Thank the powers that be this author
endangers everything…she'll have to make anis prolific." ~Toni G (Five-star Goodreads
impossible choice. Descended from demons, Review) ????? "I NEED more of these
Quinn Masters is sworn to protect the
warriors!!!!!" ~CocoLoco4Books (Five-star
innocent at costs. But when his team turns Goodreads Review) ????? "I didn't want to
on his blood brother, he must go rogue to
stop reading it to make dinner or anything
save him. Hunted by the team he trained to else." ~Hbeebti (Five-star Goodreads
perfection, Quinn is on the run, using all his Review) ????? "This was so dreamy. Sigh."
skills to stay alive long enough to save the ~Ramblings of a Scattered Mind (Five-star
warrior he owes his life to. But when Quinn Goodreads Review) ????? "Adventurous,
discovers the key to saving his blood bother romantic, HOT, steamy and full of the type
is the dangerously addictive woman fated to of sex that us girls only dream about."
destroy him, everything that matters to him ~Melindad (Five-star Goodreads Review)
is at risk. As a deadly enemy closes in, can ????? "Oooh this was a yummy book."
Quinn and Grace use their ill-fated destiny ~Helen A (Five-star Goodreads Review)
to defeat an unstoppable curse…or will love ABOUT THE AUTHOR: New York Times
steal everything from them? ????? "I effin and USA Today bestselling author
love these books." ~JDE (Five-star
Stephanie Rowe is the author of more than
Goodreads Review) ????? "This story was 50 novels. She is a RITA® Award Winner
an amazing read and I hated having to put it for Best Paranormal, as well as a five-time
down every day because it was all I could
nominee. She is also a 2021 Vivian® Award
think about." ~Tracey R (Five-star Amazon nominee for Best Romantic Suspense Long,
Review) ????? "The plot she has weaved for and a Golden Heart® Award winner and twothis incredible story that just begun for me is time nominee. Publishers Weekly has called
outstanding, and I can't wait to continue this her work "[a] genre-twister that will make
amazing adventure." ~AlabamaGirl (Five- readers...rabid for more."
star Amazon Review) ????? "I LOVED this A new steamy mafia-meets-military
book!!!! I think it was new and fresh and
romance from USA Today Bestselling
different and sexy." (Five-star Amazon
Author Lexxi James! Ivy He was a
Review) ????? "WOW, REALLY REALLY handsome stranger who made me an offer I
GOOD. MUST READ!! The blood bond
couldn't refuse ... Give me anything I
that took place between Grace and Quinn
wanted. Anything for one night. The catch?
was smoking hot!!!" ~Ginka (Five-star
No strings. No commitments. No names. I
Amazon Review) ????? "Perfect
had no idea who he was when we met. I
combination of romance, action, suspense, only knew that he protected me. And he
mystery, and humor! I was on the edge of
looked damned good doing it. Leo To the
my seat the whole time!" ~Britany (Five-star outside world, I'm known only as Z. The
Amazon Review) ????? "This not normally enforcer. A widower with nothing to lose.
my cup of tea but this book sure as heck is An ex-SEAL sworn to keep one vow:
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protect the D'Angelo's at all costs. I'm not a Popular Series, Military Romance, Military
good man, and I never claimed to be.
Romance Box Set, Romance Books For
Protecting her was second nature. Nothing Romance Readers, Top Rated Books, Mafia
more. Claiming her was just a one-night
Romance Box Set, Romance Box Set,
escape. But she made one mistake ... a
Romance Trilogy, Epic Romance Series,
cardinal sin. Slipping away on her terms.
Romance Books Free, Free Romance Books,
Not mine. No strings. No commitments. No Mafia Books, Military Romance Books, Hot
names? No way. There's just one price for Romance Books, Contemporary Romance
my protection. And it's her. Full Steam
Books, Epic, Romantic Suspense Books,
Ahead. Lexxi James Books are seductive,
Billionaire Romance Books, Romantic
suspenseful romances filled with fun,
Suspense Books, Mafia Set, Mafia Best
sensual, and sizzling high-heat love scenes. Books, Essential Reads, Free Books For
_________________________ Fans of the Steamy Romance, Mafia Romance Book
following books and series are known to
Bundle, Romance Book Bundle, Book,
enjoy this Mafia-meets-Military romance
Military Alpha Romance, Alpha Books
series and romantic suspense: Fifty Shades Free, Free Series Starters, Free Romance
Series Fifty Shades of Grey Fifty Shades
Books For Contemporary Romance, Mafia
Darker Fifty Shades Freed The Crossfire
Romance Series, Military Romance Series,
Series Bared to You Reflected in You
Free Women’s Action and Adventure
Entwined with You Captivated by You One Books, Women’s Action and Adventure
with You This Man Series This Man
Box Set, Top Rated Mafia Romance
Beneath this Man This Man Confessed With Collection, Free Romance Books, Chick Lit
this Man Fixed Series Fixed on You Found Books, Books For Women, Free Military
in You Forever With You Hudson Fixed
Romance Bundle, Heroine, Strong Women,
Forever Fans of the following authors are
Military Romance Series, Romance Box Set,
known to enjoy this hot romance series: E. Mafia Romance Stories, Romance
L. James Sylvia Day Jodi Ellen Malpas
Megapack, Alpha Male Series, Series Box
Laurelin Paige CD Reiss Abbi Glines Carly Sets Romance, Military and Romance
Phillips Colleen Hoover Jamie McGuire K. Books, Adventure Books, Best Rated Mafia
Bromberg Meredith Wild Nicholas Sparks Romance, Alpha Male Collection, Boxed
Nora Roberts Pepper Winters Willow
Set, Free Alpha Male Books, Books To
Winters Tijan Jamie McGuire Danielle
Read And Download, eBook, Romance
Steele J. S. Cooper Jodi Piccoult Samantha Books, Adventure, Women’s Adventure,
Cole James Patterson Julia Kent Jaine
Books, Top Romance Box Set, Collections
Diamond Aleatha Romig Helen Hardt
& Anthologies
Keywords related to this Mafia-Military
His family took everything from me. Now
romance series: Mafia Romance, Erotic
I'm bound to him by marriage. After years in
Books, Billionaire Romance, Military
hiding from the mafia world, I'm now part of
Romance, Epic Sagas, Billionaire Mafia
the bargain: A bride to the heir of the bratva
Romance Books, Free Hot Romance Books, throne. Now I must handle my new husband
Steamy Romance, Steamy Romance Books, With his scarred muscles beneath black
Steamy Romance Books, Dark Romance,
tattoos. I vow to resist that silky charm,
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those savage intentions, that untamed lust. caught in a desperate battle against a threat so
But as sparks break the ice between us, his powerful it will destroy them forever. When two
fierce, towering warriors invade the demon realm,
scorching gaze and fiery touch begin to
Sophie and Maria are thrust into a chaotic spiral of
make me melt. This book contains mature lust, escalating peril, and...for the first time in
themes and is intended for those over 18.
centuries...hope. Will the passion and danger that
Methamphetamine
ignites cause the final destruction of all that
matters...or finally free them all from the deadly
Darkness Awakened: Reimagined
shadows that grip them so tightly? *All books in the
Transcending My Psychiatrist's Sexual
Order of the Blade series are standalone, but the
Abuse
chronological order is as follows: Darkness
The Dark Duet, Book 2
Awakened Darkness Seduced Darkness Surrendered
Darkness Bound
Forever in Darkness Darkness Reborn Darkness
New York Times bestselling author Gena
Showalter’s paranormal novel features the return
of her sexy breed of alien huntresses. Devyn is a
warrior, and an unrepentant collector of women,
able to charm anyone. Anyone except Bride
McKells. Uneducated in the ways of the vampire,
Bride is not even sure if other vampires exist.
Seductive Devyn has the answers she craves, and
he can take her to the dark underground of her
people. But Bride's blood might hold the key to
saving Devyn's friends, so he's loath to let her go.
Especially when he begins to crave her more than
he's ever craved another. Together they enter the
seedy world of slave auctions, battle a powerful
alien queen whose diseased blood turns humans
into cannibals, and discover a passion unlike any
other. But in the end, Bride must choose between
the man she's come to love and the family she's
always longed for.
One warrior driven by an oath he will give his life
to fulfill. Another tormented by his love for the
woman he failed. Haunted by loss, each warrior is
consumed by his relentless quest for redemption.
Alone, each will fail. But when Calydon warrior
Gabe Watson and mage Vladimir Hawkings team
up to cross over into the demon realm to hunt down
those who matter most, they finally have a chance
to change the past ...until they encounter two bold,
sensual women who hold the key to everything that
matters to them...brave, independent women who
want nothing to do with them. Sophie Flanagan has
no memory of her life before she was kidnapped by
demons, including how she got the wedding band
that burns on her hand. Only her unbreakable
friendship with half-demon healer, Maria Souvaine,
has enabled her to survive. The two sisters are

Arisen Darkness Unleashed Inferno of Darkness
Darkness Possessed Shadows of Darkness Hunt the
Darkness Darkness Revealed (2017) ABOUT THE
AUTHOR: Hailed by J.R. Ward as a "paranormal
star!," New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Stephanie Rowe is the author of more than
forty-five novels. She's a four-time nominee for the
RITA(R) award, the highest award in romance
fiction, and a Golden Heart(R) winner. As an awardwinning author, Stephanie has been touching
readers' hearts and keeping them spellbound for
more than a decade. For more information on
Stephanie and her books, visit her at
www.stephanierowe.com.
The Child Seduced by Darkness is a memoir based
on the life events from J.R. Harrison. Beginning
where the abuse started at the age of four-years-old,
she recounts the trauma that left her protecting the
wrong people; her grandparents. Growing up, with
secrets kept by cookies sent home after each
abusive visit; she takes the reader on the emotional
journey with her. Speaking of the 'Darkness' and
how the shadows still chase her today.
In a world scarred by an apocalyptic past, four
people are swept up in the launch of an imminent
crusade, during which they are ensnared by
mysterious traveler Anasûrimbor Kellhus, whose
magical, philosophical, and military talents have
origins in a distant time. Reprint.
Primal Heat
The Complete Series: A Dark Mafia Romance
Darkness Burning
An Oral History as Told by Jon Stewart, the
Correspondents, Staff and Guests
A Love Story
The Guardians of Eternity are vampire warriors
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without equal, bound by their loyalties and sworn to steaming kiss. Can the two fated enemies survive
protect their charges from every danger. . .except
their deadly mate bond and save those they love?
those posed by their own hungry desires. . . A
Author's Note: Perfect for brand-new readers to the
scarred recluse, Jagr makes no secret of his disdain series and avid fans, Darkness Awakened:
for others' company. But now, as a member of
Reimagined tells the story of Darkness Awakened
Chicago's powerful vampire clan, he has certain
in an entirely new way. ????? "Fast-paced, with
obligations to fulfill. The latest: track down a
heat and action - I couldn’t put it down and stayed
missing were pureblood and return her to her sister. up all night to finish it." ~DoctorDonnaSong ?????
The problem: Regan Garrett has no intention of
"I couldn’t put it down and stayed up all night to
complying. And though Jagr agreed not to harm an finish it. Well done, Stephanie! I can’t wait for the
inch of this stubborn female's distractingly tempting next one!" ~Christine (Five-star Goodreads Review)
body, he'll gladly kiss her into submission,
????? "Wow! I was drawn in completely and can’t
awakening an urge he hasn't felt in years. Hell, in
wait to see where she takes these characters next!
centuries. . . Regan vowed never to be at the mercy Couldn’t put it down!" ~Laura (Five-star
of another man. That goes double for arrogant, steel- Goodreads Review) ????? "I absolutely loved this
muscled vampires with eyes of ice. All Regan wants book!...If you are a fan of this series or even if this
is revenge against those who imprisoned her. She is your first one, you will not be disappointed…I
doesn't need an ally. She certainly doesn't need a
could not put it down and suffered several sleep
mate. But soon Regan will have to choose--between deprived days after reading well into the night. If
a lust for vengeance, and a passion as dark and
you are looking for a steamy, paranormal romance
dangerous as the night. . . Praise for Alexandra Ivy with lots of action ....this is the book for you!"
and Darkness Revealed "A darkly erotic adventure Amanda (Five-star Goodreads Review) ?????
with a vampire hero who can bite me anytime!"
"Loved every minute of it…I think I liked this one
--Angela Knight, New York Times bestselling
better than the original one and that's saying a lot
author
since the original series is a must have for me."
In this highly anticipated remake of the first book in Anna (Five-star Goodreads Review) ????? "I
the RITA® Award-winning Order of the Blade
haven’t read any of the Order of the Blade books in
series, this stunningly sexy, action-packed
the past but I loved this one!" ~Katherine (Five-star
paranormal romance between forced mates reveals Goodreads Review) ????? "This is a brilliant
the power of true love against the darkest evil, by story." Myrna (Five-star Goodreads Review)
New York Times bestselling author Stephanie
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: New York Times and
Rowe. ????? "Outstanding characters, a fantastic
USA Today bestselling author Stephanie Rowe is
storyline, with heat levels that over the top. The
the author of more than 50 novels. She is a RITA®
author pulled off a book that had me hypnotized.
Award Winner for Best Paranormal Romance, as
"~Haunted One (Five-star Amazon Review) Ajax well as a five-time nominee. She is also a 2021
Steele has fought against evil for centuries, a brutal Vivian® Award nominee. For more information on
life that commanded the ultimate sacrifice. When a Stephanie and her books, visit
dangerous enemy resurfaces, Ajax must sever ties www.stephanierowe.com.
with his team and go deep to stop him. His only
A woman commits suicide for no apparent reason.
chance? Team up with the alluringly sexy woman A week later, her son—beautiful, troubled fifteendestined to kill him the moment they fall in love.
year-old Mark Underhill—vanishes from the face of
Cursed with a rare magic, Madison Locke has spent the earth. To his uncle, horror novelist Timothy
her life on the run from assassins, living in the
Underhill, Mark’s inexplicable absence feels like a
shadows to conceal a terrible secret. But when her second death. After his sister-in-law’s funeral, Tim
sister is kidnapped by a merciless hunter, Madison searches his hometown of Millhaven for clues that
must emerge from hiding to save her. To succeed, might help him unravel this mystery of death and
she must recruit the help of a dangerously tempting disappearance. He soon learns that a pedophilic
warrior who awakens a burning hunger inside her murderer is on the loose in the vicinity, and that
that threatens them both. A silken caress. A
shortly before his mother’s suicide Mark had
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become obsessed with an abandoned house where he
imagined the killer might have taken refuge. No
mere empty building, the house on Michigan Street
whispers from attic to basement with the echoes of
a long-hidden true-life horror story, and Tim
Underhill comes to fear that in investigating its
unspeakable history, Mark stumbled across its last
and greatest secret: a ghostly lost girl who may have
coaxed the needy, suggestible boy into her
mysterious domain. With lost boy lost girl, Peter
Straub affirms once again that he is the master of
literary horror.
Order of the Blade Boxed Set (Books 1-4)
The Art Of Seduction
Seduced
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